Before Vanessa was even born, she was going to quilt shops with her mother. As a child, she and her brothers
Tasha is married to her husband Peter, has 5 children, and lives in Utah.

Sue now lives on the beautiful Sunshine Coast in
38 years of patchwork experience and the last 25 years running her own business. Patchwork with Busyfingers
holders for the Minnesota Timberwolves and have a blast getting out watching them play!

Through the years, I have enjoyed working in various mediums, but have grown to love working with wool and
others by using & sharing my talents with others.

Melissa Mortenson is the author of the Polka Dot Chair blog which is in its 9th year of sharing fresh and creative
When she isn't quilting or designing, Melanie fills her free time hand lettering or singing along to show tunes
Art Fashion. She has also appeared on the PBS shows 'Love of Quilting' and 'Sew it All TV,' has two full length
WHERE WOMEN COOK—The Heart & Soul of Cooking; and her newest imprint: WHAT WOMEN CREATE,
publishers including Barnes & Noble, Time Warner, Meredith, Rodale, Chronicle, Random House, and others.
Creating fabric collections for quilting has been one of Jill's favorite projects. Jill loves to spend time with her
art. Through an artist's' eye and a God-given talent Janet creates imaginative designs that delight. The
Heather isn't working on quilt designs, she can be found working on fabric lines, teaching classes and lecturing.
 spaces and garden beds and—unlike most people—finding ways to take the indoors out. In my opinion, a
These two divisions allow me to express myself in similar but different ways in fabric and quilt designs. I hope
fabrics and quilts for them—fabrics that had no flowers or leaves and quilts that had no stars or pinwheels.
In 2015 I launched PSD2, a new division of Planted Seed Designs. My 3 adult sons had challenged me to create
Planted Seed Designs comes from that part of me that loves a classic, traditional look in fabrics and quilts. I try
to capture that classic feel in my fabric designs by updating reproduction prints in colors and scales that work in
Elizabeth had changed careers and had become a full time homemaker (a move that surprised everyone,
honestly and naturally to me. One of my favorite memories was sitting on my Grandmother's lap as a child
I grew up in Northern California with a close knit family. My love of fabric and the art of the needle came quite

www.lellaboutique.bigcartel.com
www.hellomellydesigns.com
www.ankastreasures.wordpress.com
@plantedseeddesign
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